
The Enemy is stagnate cities and sprawl 

To autonomy for all 

A mobile populous 

start with model of mobile los angeles  

animate the model  

make a trailer then film to show all  

build public will to start  

build perfect LA - sprawl eating robots convert single family blankets into fields and forests 

solar chimney power plants, food towers and desalination plants punctuate the periphery 

the outer reaches of the freewalk multi lane multi speed moving sidewalk at grade 

no cars just you walking 

move to the center to go faster 

get on anywhere 

get off anywhere 

to your green terrace house with garden 

freewalk at 137' up 

balcony houses higher up with views 

freewalk at 269' high 

inner courtyard cathedrals of light through the canyon jungle fitness art space 

up to the roof garden acropolis with freewalk lane at 412' above ground soar above and beyond  

to other solar wrapped houses full of museums  

constant creation continuously creative society 

We build it here in LA then we export it all over the globe 

Fill the will of the people to mobilize 

de mobilize throw out their machines in favor of their bodies fast freewalks and food towers 

pursuit of progress is our job 

take care of what we have  

continually improve medicine, structure and infrastructure 

frequent discourse and face to face interactions 

song dance motion still speaking 

we learn most from mimesis 

mimicry watching others 



most valuable to be around other smart people  

discourse, community mentorship and our smart suits replace schooling 

see this city from above its growth along axees 

hits the ocean then stretches north and south along the ocean  

dips in and out of sea and mountain 

covered with gardens forests and fitness jungles throughout  

 

how do we start? get there from here?  what do we do now? 

take existing and graft interventions on top 

housing stacked on top of existing buildings along major boulevards 

streetcars connecting local fabric 

trains on freeways linked to california mag lev 

connect across region fast 

to the ideal city that consumes zero energy from outside 

to survival city - self sufficient water, energy and food 

 

there is a buzz when we share space 

we learn most from mimesis 

we learn most from interacting face to face 

 

the enemy is disconnected denizens 

car based lifestyles 

stuck inside staring at screens 

there is no autonomy in autopia 

only excess isolation and connection choked children 

machines rule space here 

purpose of streets is to move people not objects 

 

to life without objects 

information cloud stores your everything 

the device does not matter 

device is dime a dozen 



your data is stored out there up there in the cloud 

redundancy your data in clouds upon clouds accessed by any machine 

objects don't matter 

what matters are people 

you and me 

 

the enemy are objects 

the enemy is any object that is more important than any human 

life without objects is the ideal  

to no objects 

to no building 

to no clothes 

just ecology and US 

mobility the multi lane multi speed moving walk 

just move to the center to move faster 

california maglev for now  

decades from now 

and smart suits for later 

just put it on  

it makes you stronger 

moves you around at high speeds 

with enough research and development we will only need smart suits no infrastructure 

fashion will trump shelter and systems 

smart suit cleans its self, keeps you warm and cool 

one suit is all you need 

 

go humans go 

we continue to 

perfect technology civilization and culture 

and maintain what we have every day 

better food better space better art better speaking 

constant pursuit of perfection of civilization and culture is our job 



everyone's job day in and day out 

perfect healthcare, education, music, art , collaboration 

better buildings better nature 

to the pursuit of nothing 

the invisible interface 

the enemy is object 

to nothing between us and each other  

 

to an infinitely creative society 

regular discourse 

regular renewal  

of murals, tapestries and screen spaces 

spoken word rapped, rehashed and recorded 

infinite museums for all  

accessible anywhere 

 

the enemy is ignorance and disconnectedness 

the enemy is car based lifestyle 

toward movement of the people without objects 

toward an ecology of mountain houses, solar power plants and fitness jungles 

to nothing 

to everything  

 

the enemy is complaint with no action 

to perfection of civilization and culture. 

 

 

 


